How to install Xibo on ClearOS

2021-07-20: WikiSuite will now support all major Linux distros. Thus, the information below is no longer updated. It may still be valid, or not. It will be eventually removed from this site, so anything relevant should be moved to the appropriate site. For anything related to ClearOS, please search among the following: ClearOS site, code base, Developer docs, Wiki or forum.

Please contact us if you would like to help out.

Xibo is a digital signage solution.

Requirements:

- How to install PHP 5.6 on ClearOS
- How to install MariaDB on ClearOS


Todo

Soon

- Write up nicer manual installation instructions
- Document how to get Tiki content to be deployed to Xibo devices (ex.: RSS, etc)

Later

- Build a 1-click ClearOS app to install and upgrade Xibo
- Generate Xibo presentations from data in Tiki (ex.: schedules from a conference are published to a Tiki website, and to monitors via Xibo)
  - https://doc.tiki.org/Tracker+Tabular

Related links

- Xibo supports Docker: https://hub.docker.com/r/xibosignage/ (and it's a preferred way to deploy)